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SUMMARY

Objective

The objective was a practical guide for use in conducting studies of the transfer of learning from training in a
flight simulator to performance in an aircraft.

Background/Rationale

Studies of transfer of learning usually have the goal of providing information about the effectiveness of
training techniques and/or equipment for use in designing or upgrading training programs. The likelihood that the
information will be used tkpends on the extent to which both study method and results are convincing in the eyes
of the operational user. Studies demonstrating large performance effects resulting from simulator retraining
certainly will be the most convincing and, other things being equal, will be the most likely to promote the adoption
and use of new training techniques or equipment during operational flight training.

During the past three decades, numerous studies have investigated the effects of training in ground-based
flight training devices on subsequent performance in the aircraft. These studies have employed a variety of
experimental techniques. Some of the techniques used were sc..entifically sound, while others were
methodologically flawed and resulted in findings of questionable validity. This diversity of approaches probably
resulted in large part from differences in the scientific sophistication or applied research experience of the
investigators, as well as conditions peculiar to the specific settings in which the studies were performed. A review
and consolidation of the lessons learned from previous studies should be beneficial in guiding future efforts
towards increased validity and practical utility.

Approach

The approach used was to review published and unpuLlished information on transfer of learning and
experimental relevant to pilot training. This information was thcn carefully analyzed to identify the key
issues and factors that must be considered ir, order to conduct useful transfer-of-learning studies in a flight
training environment. Finally, a sequence of steps to be followed by the practical researcher in conducting credible
studies was developed and put in guidebook form.

Specifics

The concept of transfer of learning is defined in the guide as any measurable effect of training in a prior task
on performance in a subsequent task. The procedures of the typical transfer study are described, and two measures
of transfer of learning (i.e., percent transfer and the transfer effectiveness ratio) are defined. Initial discussion of
the transfer-of-learning study emphasizes the importance of planning. The remainder of the report identifies and
describes I1 steps to take in performing a successful transfer-of-learning study.

The first step is definition of the immediate problem. Its importance is illustrated by asking and considering
the answers to a number of questions that serve to focus and sharpen the definition of the research problem.
Selection of the task or tasks to be trained is the second step identified. Criteria for selecting the training tasks are
suggested. In addition, reasons for identifying research resource requirements early in the study are pointed out.

The third and fourth steps involve the determination of what learners should be involved in the study and the
identification of appropriate performance measures. A number of critical aspects of these iisues are discussed,
including the composition of the sample of learners, their assignment to study. groups, and the development of
objective performance criteria to serve as a basis for evaluating the learner's performance in the simulator and in
the aircraft.

The use of the instructor as a research participant, and, how to plan sufficient time for the study, are the fifth
and sixth steps. The seventh step involves the avoidance within a study of factors that may dilute transfer of
learning. Advanced scheduling and the need for planning the study to he run in the midst of normal fly ing training
operations are emphasized in steps eight and nine.

i
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Step tell, testing the methodology before collecting final data, and step eleven, the analysis of the data,
conclude the presentation of the procedures for conducting a transfer-of-learning study.

Conclusions/Recommendations

This guide provides the practical researcher with valuable guidelines for conducting studies of transfer of
learning from training in a simulator to performance in aircraft. fn addition, the guide is applicable to a variety of
synthetic pretraining environments, including a mix of ground training facilities such as audio-visual media, part-
task trainers, and relatively sophisticated simulators.

It is recommended that the guide be given widt distribution in both the training research and operational
training communities.
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PREFACE

This report was prepared under Consulting Agreement R1-81923 (Revised with the University
of Dayton Research Institute with Dr. Harold D. Warner as project director. This report is a segment

of a larger University of Day ton Research Institute effort conducted under contract F33615-77-C-

0054 with the Operations Training Division of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Williams

AFB. Arizona. The report represents a portion of the on-going work within the Air Combat Training

Research Subthrust, and specifically the Flying Training Specialized Support and Data Has
Integration component. The associated Project Vanguard planning summary mission area is Support

and Technical Base development.
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CONDUCTING STUDIES OF TRANSFER OF LEARNING:
A PRACTICAL GUIDE

I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

This report has been prepared for use by the practical researcher who is concerned with studies of
transfer of learning from pretraining of pilots in a simulator to their performance in aircraft. The
expressions "transfer of learning and "transfer of training tend to be used nearly interchangeably.
Although the distinction may be somewhat trivial, the former is used here since it is the learning, not the
process of training, that may transfer from work on a pry : task to performance on a second. Also. while
the term "simulator is used here for purposes of brevity it is not intended to,,be restrictive in nature hut.
rather. can be considered to refer tc, various types of synthetic retraining environments frequently a
mix of classroom facilities, audio-visual facilities, part-task trainers. and relatively sophisticated
simulators. While much of the language in this report will refer to pilots, flight simulators. and aircraft.
many of the issues should be applicable to other contexts, including training of other aircrew members or.
for that matter. training of individuals who have quite different tasks to perform.

The will not deal with theory (such as the question of what transfers) because such issues are
covred elsewhere. The concern will be entirely with method of the transfer study. including the
emisequences of failure to follow empirically derived principles. The material stems principally from the
experiences of the author and his associates. beginning with their work under guidance of the late
Professor kle;cander C. Williams. Jr. who directed pioneer studies at his original Aviation Psychology
Laboratory of the University of Illinois. The report- submits techniques and lessons learned from
experience. Bating perhaps from 1949 when few prior rules were available to the researcher. Descriptions
of many of the techniques were not included in early papers for arions reasons. and still other tee Imiques
Tay have been considered too obvious to note. Over intervening yehrs, however, it has become clear that
many of the issues are not at all obvious, and Since they have been of great service in a Timber of previous
studies, the intent here is to make them available to others concerned with transfer research.

Issues of research method to be discussed have been found essential during attempts to arrive at
estimates of transfer that are preciseapproaching as clorly as possible the ma:intim', that might have
been demonstrated during a particular study. Studies of transfer of learning are fragile in thesense that a
study that ignores too many issues of method is likely to lead to inconclusive results. Such inconclusive
results are serious because they can leaa to disinterest on the part of both the research community and the
operational training community disinterest in factors such as new instructional techniques or special
aspects of equipment used in the study. The resulting disservice is clear. considering that a carefully
planned and conducted stud) might have led to entirely different types of results supporting concepts that
migh(have been used with considerable value to the research and training communities.

At first glance, the transfer-of-learning study can appear deceptively simple when actually it Is not.
The number of important issues can In legion. and the precision of subsequent results depends on the
compounding effects of many factors.

II. MODELS OF THE TRANSFER OF LEARNING STUDY

Percent Transfer of Learning

"Transfer of learning is defined here as any effect of learning resulting from pretraining on a prior
task (or set of tasks) upon performance in a subsequent task (or set of tasks). Such a transfer effect. if it
exists at all, could be facilitating in naturecomparative performance data suggesting positive transfer

I
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-
or it <void be interfering naturei omparativ e performan«c data suggi sting ngativi trans(( r 1st us

assume at the outset that the iarefoll planned and conducted study hr «mirrned %.ith a posithi

transfer effect.

NN bile various formulas ha. e been offered for use in the pert eat transfer of learning modt*(1111.
1%5: Gagne. Forester. and Crim.Iev. 1918. Thirdo( k. 1957) mil, one %%ill be onsiilered here The model
makes use of a control grotty of students 6.1io are not retrained on a prior tatlk and %%host rformant

data on a subsequent task serve as a standard) and one or more e.perimclital groups Of stud( nos (who art

pretramed on a prior task and %%hose performain e data on the subsequent task arc (impart d to those Of

'control students for purposes of estimating an transfer rife( I realized). For tin purple.' of this the

prior task(s) min be earned out in a simulator (or other s 'illicit( training cud the

subsequent task() being carried out in an aircraft. The model is

a - \ (100) = percent transfer of learning

4

rota

%viten.:

I.: an average of trials. time or errors accumulated b a cmirrol group of student to arri. e at a

perifirmance criterion iu the aircraft.

t. an average of trialstime. or errors accumulated h stn e.perimntal group or'...iilllents to

arrive at that same performance criterion in Ow ain't-aft. ham ing been retrained to a
performance .ritecion in a simulator.

Tim,. using illustrative number:

IU - limn 30-percent transfer of learning. 11 those %alto., revrt.tit boors of training in an
aircraft. retraining of e.perimental students in the simulator resulted in a 10-

/percent saving in aircraft training timeon the :morale.

Tina miniervor of the percent transfer of learning formula %%mild ha. e to he re% .red if measurement

%%ere :II terms of performance grailt:s. such that higlyr %allies represented better performan«.. thus.

- (IMO = percent transfer of learning
C

%here:

an average of grades assigned to e.perimntal students for performance in the aircraft
01

I.: an average of grades assigned to control students for performance in the aircraft.

Thus. if students were graded using a 12-point scale (with 12 being superior performance and being

total failure). using illustrative numlnrs:

10.51) - 8.75 (100) =
8.75

V

20-percent transfer of learning. In this case, retraining of experimental

students Ill the simulator resulted in a 20-percent higher gradt than

attained by the control studentson the average.



The Transfer Effectiveness Ratio

Recent commit of the pilot training conimmlity with increasing costs and shortage of energy led
Roscoe (197 I. 1972) to state grate a different model. Being concerned with the value of time. the model
pro. ides all estimate of transfer effmtiveness, using as a standard a measure of the amount of simulator
retraining required by all everimental group of students to e% idence superior performance in the
aircraft as compared to performance of a control group of students. The estimate can he Oven hy.

C - = the transfer effectiveness ratio

whore:

C.

ti

S(

an average of trials or time required by a control group of students to arrive at a performance
criterion in the aircraft.

an average of trials or time required by an experimental group of students to arrive at that same
performance criterion in the aircraft. having been retrained to a performance criterion in a
simulator.

an average of trials or time required by the experimental group of students to arrive at a
performance criterion in the simulator. Thus, using illustrative numbers:

10 - 5 = 1.0 die tratisfer'cifectiveness ratio. If those values represent hours of pretrailliug in
the simulator and hours of training in the aircraft. respectively. I hour of
retraining in the simulator saved I hour of retraining in the aircraft Oil the
average.

1, (all be seen, the difference between the estimate of the percent transfer of learning and the
transfer effe( iiveness ratio is that the former ignores the amount of retraining required in the simulator.
and the latter takes that factor into account. Contemporary questions concerning how much aircraft time
might be replaced with simulator time (mild bc addressed principally through studies using the transfer
effectiveness ratio.

1 later secticm of this report will consider the problem of the time required for the transfer study.
noting that thyetransfereffeetiveness ratio model may suffer inure from insufficient time to complete the
study Furthyr. since data necessary for the transfer effectiveness ratio model can be used to compute
percent transfer of learning estimates. there may be occasions when it would be of value to use both of
these models 'kit the same study.

III. THE IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING

It seems likely that more studies of transfer of learning do not succeed because of inadequate
planning and preliminary work than because of any other factor. The study must be planned carefully if
results are to he of any real and practical value, and both planning and the study take time. During the
planning phase. a sound investment in time is necessary to carry out the work to be described here and to
identify and correct or adapt to the problems and the less than optimal limiting factors that may be
imposed by real-world constraints.

Preliminary Work ("Testing")

As is the case with any formal study that costs time and money. the study of transfer of learning
should not be conducted without sound preliminary information that suggests the type of outcome likely

7
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to be found. The formal study should not be conducted in an exploratory .manner to establish trends or
directions of findings, but rather, it should be conducted to arrive at an estimate of tile magnitude of a
transfer effect. It Should be concerned with reasonably substantial effects that could be of practical

significance in the real worldnot with statistically significant trivia.

Trends, directions of findings, or the likely existence of a positive transfer effect should 1w
established during one or more relatively simple tests from which ideas, hunches, or hypotheses evolve
While the precise- nature of such preliminary work will depend on the particidar problem of the moment.
in some cases early testing might be fairly simple, using only a few students, relatively simple equipment.

and perhaps relatively crude performance measurements. Preliminary "mini- studies assuming that

they involve reasonable carecan be invaluable, particularly if several experimental students who have

been pretrained in some specific manner seem to show dramatically superior performance ill the air as
compared to performance of several control counterparts. Information obtained in this way can lead to a

highly useful forMal study.

Among the other valuable insights that might be provided by preliminary testing, deficiencies of the

simulation equipment could result in negative transfer effects. Preliminary work can help to identify such

problems, together with a means for solving them; in this case, planning for the process of training for
transfera subject to be discussed in a subsequent section of this report.

Designing for Maximum Possible Estimates of Transfer

The goal of the researcher should be to plan and conduct a carefully controlled study, taking every

possible precaution in the design to ensure t: it the resulting estimates of transfer are precisethat is, that

they approach as closely as possible the maximum levels that could be demonstrated. Because of
uncontrollable variables, research-demonstrated techniques could result in less than optimal transfer

effects when used in an operational wining program, still the researcher should attempt to demonstrate

the maximum possible transfer effects to show what can be accomplished and thereby provide a goal for
the operational instructor. Without knowing what could be done. the operational inorneloreonld lend to

be satisfied with lesser results.

IV. THE FIRST STEP: DEFINITION OF THE IMMEDIATE PROBLEM

Although the underlying question concerns the extent to which prelearning in a simulator will
Transfer to performance in an aircraft, the first step should involve considerationof the specific purpose of

the particular transfer study. Various specific purposes can have different associated problems such as the

following.

Will the study be concerned with combat readiness of experienced pilots facing reductions in aircraft

time for skills maintenance and reacquisition training? Prior to asking whether lost aircraft time might he
replaced with simulator training, preliminary work should have to do with an assessment of degrees of

combat readiness. Is there evidence of decay of skills with reduction of aircraft time?

Will the study be concerned with effectiveness of basic pilot training in the face of reductions in
aircraft time? Prior to asking whether aircraft time can be replaced with pretraining in a simulator, it

would be well to be sure that effectiveness is actually reduced.

Will the study be concerned with experienced pilots in transition to a new type of aircraft and
mission? A preliminary question should ask whether there exist facilities that are truly adequate for

pretraining work.

Will the study be concerned withlii1G,s returning to flight duties from predominantly administrative
assignments? Again, are there facilities that are truly adequate for pretraining work?

8
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Although much of contemporary interest in using simulator ptetraining is motivated by concerns
with costs of aircraft time and the energy problem. the nature of the synthetic training environment is
such that it can provide benefits over and beyond those of saving money or fuel. Does the purpose of the
study involve one or more of the following issues?

.1 well designed simniation facility can be used on an all-weather. 24-hour basis and as a substitute
when training aircraft are not available. In addition, it can provide a safe training environment. it can be
used to compress time during training. enabling concentration upon critical segments of flight tasks rather
than requiring that tnue be lost while flying to and from a practice area and it can provide opportunities
for observation and measurement of student performance that ordinarily are not possible in the air. The
student czn be interrogated easily on the sp 4 concerning rc4sons for errors. and exercises can be rendered
standardized and repeatable. affording very pre6se assessments of learning progress. In the event that the
specific purpose of the study involves one or more of these issues, perhaps the major concern lies with the
measurement of percentage of transfer of learning rather than with arriving at an estimate of transfer
cffectiv mess.

In any event, i! seems important that the researchers have identified all aspects of the purpose of the
transfer study being conducted.

V. THE SECOND STEP: DEFINITION OF THE TASK

Transfer of Learning for What Phase of the Curriculum?

It is impracticable to attempt to measure transfer of learning for an entire curriculum through a
single study. Thus the study is likely to be concerned with a specified phase of a training curriculum. such
as training for takeoff. approach and landing, instrument flight, attack on a ground target, air-to-air
attack using a weapon-control subsystem. or other meaningful phase that has continuity. In some cases, it
might be that even a particular phase is too complex to be dealt with in its entirety. requiring study of one
or more segments. If it is desired to arrive at transfer estimates for several phases of a curriculum, it may
be necessary to establish their order of priority.

Decisions in this context must depend on requirements of operational organizations, and necessary
background details must originate from those organizations. The contributions of highly experienced
instructor pilots are very important during the early planning stage, and some studies may require
contributions on the part of additional operationally experienced pilots who are not necessarily
i nstruclors.

What Specific Tasks will be Involved?

At the outset, the research team must derive definitions of tasks the student will be expected to
perform in the operational situation represented in the study. Precisely how this is to be done will depend
on the nature of the particular study. Past work has made use of operational sequence diagrams and
pictorial diagrams of flight tasks. If the curriculum phase has been selected with care, use of such
analytical techniques should result in a convenient number of tasks that can be defined fairly tightly.

The instructor pilot can be of great help during this work by noting high frequency errors that have
been made in the past, task segments that are of time-critical nature, and cues that appear to be necessary
and sufficient in facilitating performance. These concepts will be considered further during discussion of
performance measurement techniques because it is essential that measurement and tasks be related
closely.

9
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VIII. THE FOURTH STEP: WHAT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE?

Relationship with Tasks: Validity
of Performance Measurement

While earlier work concerned with definition of the tasks will have placed reasonable bounds on the

transfer study. more detailed definitiOns of the student's tasks have to overlap work for development of

the performance measurement technique. While the absolute nature of the performance measurement

technique will depend on many aspects of the particular study, it is essential that tasks and measurement

be related logically. To the extent that such a relationship is established well, validity of performance

measurement will just about take care of itself.

The Sequence: Tasks/Criteria/Limits
Allowable/Performance Measuremznt

Although means for expediting the process are likely to differ from study to study. it seems
reasonable that consideration of the sequence to be illustrated may be central to establishment of a

necessary bridge between task definition and measurement. The sequence implies the following steps:

Define the Tasks OperationallyExactly what will the student be required to do? Depending on the

complexity of the tasks. this may be defined at various levels of detail.

Set Criteria for Performing the ThsksHow are these criteria established by physical facts of the

tasks?

Specify Deviations from Those Criteric That Gun lk ToleratedIn the same kinds of terms used to

define the tasks and performance criteria, what performance limits likely will permit of successful

completion of the tasks?

Structure the Performance Measurement Uniss and McanN fo, Taking Datait is at this point that

the process is likely to become iterative, the question being whether desired types of data can be taken.

IlluStration: Number of Trials (and/or Errors)
to Performance Criterion

The sequence can be illustrated with an example from an early study concerned with transfer of

learning in the context of making approaches and landings (Payne, Dougherty, flask, Skeen, Brown, and

Williams, 195,0. Experimental students were pretrained for the task in a simulator, where they were

required to achieve a performance criterion prior to moving to the aircraft. Their performances and those

of their control student counterparts were measured during retraining in the aircraft. The study used a

measurement of the number of trials and errors accumulated before arriving at a total task performance

criterion. The illustration to follow is concerned only with performance in the aircraft (the sequence used

with experimental students in the simulator having been nearly identical but somewhat attenuated

because of limitations of that device).

Definition of the Task (abbreviated here)The instructor positioned the aircraft for a 90-degree side

approach from the left, giving control to the student at this point. The student was required to make

necessary power reductions, the turn onto the final approach, the approach proper, the flart;, and the

touchdown for a wheel landing. The task ended after the aircraft executed a short posttonclulown roll.

(For convenience, performance criteria, performance limits, and the performance measurement

process are illustrated in tabular form.)
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Performance Criteria Performance Limits

From starting position to
position on windline (with-
in imaginary extensions of
runwax edges):

1. Airspeed: 90 mph

2. Turn onto approach
was not overshot:,

:3. Turn onto approach
was not undershot:

4. Aircraft was on wind-
line prior to passing
airport boundary fence.

5. Student was assisted
in no way.

From position till Vt intilille
to position over end of
runway:

6. Airspeed: 90 mph

7. No S-turns outside
of windline.

8. Manifold pressure
at 15 ill. 11g.

9. Glidepath aimed at
a definite point
within first third
of runway.

10. Aircraft crossed near
end of runway at 100 ft
altitude.

II. Student was assisted
in no way,

+10 to -5 mph.

Did not pass wind-
line: turn completed
within runway width
(150 ft).

Did not fail to
reach windline;
turn completed
within runway width
(150 ft).

Was within windline
(150 ft).

None.

+ 10 to -5 mph.

Did not depart from
windline (150 ft).

+ 5 in. Hg.

A point between near
end of runway and the
one-third marker.

+50 ft.

None.

13
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Performance Measurement

.,.

observed on instructor's
airspeed indicator.

Observed by instructor
from rear seat.

Observed by instructor
from rear seat.

Observed by instructor
from rear seat.

Instructor did not
assist student verbally
or by control action.

Observed on instructor's
airspeed indicator.

Observed by instructor
from rear seat.

Observed on instructors
manifold pressure
indicator.

Observed by instructor
from rear seat.

Observed on instructor's
altimeter.

Instructor did not
assist student verbally
or by control action.



Point of touchdown:

(2. Touchdown executed
withia first third
of runway.

13. Touclidow n executed
in center of runway.

14. Student was assisted
in no way.

2 point between near
(.11(1 of runway and the
one-third marker.

At least One w heel
within two %vhite
center lines.

Aircraft touched down
On main wheels: student
allowed aircraft to
roll (or to skip lightly)
to demonstrate that 110
serious bounce would
take place.

Observed by instructor
from rear seat.

Observed bv instructor
front rear seat.

Instructor (lid not
assist student verbally
or by control action..

Several !;Dints are of interest:

a The I I sets of criteria. limits. and measurements were developed doming a great deal of
preparatory work. The task was carried out using the AT-6 aircraft. with power settings and airspeed
being standard for the type of approach and landing used (then ( ailed a "transport landing). (Simulator
pretraining work with experimental students used the 1-CA-2/ 11-6 Link Trainer. modified to pros i(le a
dynamic projection of the runway image.) Task limits were established by the instructors vs bile olner%ntg
from both the aircraft and the ground. The glidepath angle was measured 115ing a surveyor's instrumen t
a theodoliteenabling establishment of points for beginning the maneuver and fly ing the approm II 55 ith

(,attire) Mph. 2.000 rpm. 30 in lig of manifold prenre. guar and full flaps down. Thus thy sulftasks
and their performance limits were judged to be entire!) valid des( riptors of mu «.ssful execution of the
maneuver.

b. The instructor said nothing during each of the student's trials. As the student performed a trial.
the instructor made necessary observations and entries for the 1 4 performan«. units. Only after
repositioning the air( raft for starting a subsequent trial did the instrin for make «smitten ts and (sm.( rive
remarks. Ilad instruction taken place during a trial. the measuremenb 0111d hay e refle( led those remarks
as well as the student's performancethe two being confounded absolutely.

c. 1 successful approach and landing were defined as the student's haying met all I I sole riteria.
!Hissing even a single item was defined as all unsuccessful trial In thist.S bind), the instructor s( ored
performance as it occurred. the process having been possible he a use of the tandem. two-ph«. air( raft
used. Observations were recorded using a standard. knee- clipboard form.

(I. The student met total task criterion performance at the point of haying made three «msecutive
successful approaches and landings. Preliminary work liad Indic aced that btu h performam e was Inghl)
unlikely on the basis of chance alone. ;Tests had shown that once this "three-in-a-row( riterion was met.
the student tended to execute a long series of successful maneuvers before a subsequent "out-of-limits
observation occurred.)

e. Some of the subcriteria for successful performance in terms of individual units were of relatively
subje( tiv e nature and. sometimes, were difficult to score. (Windline examples are a case in point.) It was

found necessary to impose a rule that the instructor give a "within-limits score for any measurement unit
about Will( h there was any doubt. Preliminary work indicated that. using this rule. observer- observer
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reliability of scoring approai lied unity. While the rule had the effect of widening acceptable performdm e
luuits somew hat., the total measurement !et Imique proved to be highly sec _itive to differem (bs in goodness

of performance.

f. This technique provided the study with several different types of estimates of transfer of
learning. While the principal interest in% eked percent transfer in terms of number of trials to

performance ( riterion and number of errors during trials to performance a riterion, it was also possible to
estimate first-trial transfer in terms of errors and to estimate transfer in terms of errors made during the
first five trials.

g. In 1953. when the study was conducted. primary interest was with the percent transfer of
learningnot the transfer effei tivencss ratio. Unfortunately re( ords that would ha% e enabled ( al( illation
of a transfer effectiveness ratio (long after the fact) were lost. Those records showed number of trials to
performance criterion for the experimental students during simulator pretraining.

illustration: Performance Grading

The process of establishi%g tasks, criteria. limits, and performance measurement can he illustrated
with an example froin kinore recent study concerned with transfer of learning in the context of air combat
maneuvering (Northrop Corporation, 1970. The study was concerned with the percent transfer of
learning for-experimental students who had been retrained in a special simulator, using all Morin tor
grading :.)stem because the portion of the training syllabus that could be involved was too short to permit
measurement of number of trials to a criterion. The sequence to be dem ribed is concerned (nil% with
performance in the aircraft.

Definition of Tusks, Criteria, and Performance LimitsTasks consisted of eigh' basic maneuvers
used in an air combat maneuvering training sy Halms. Instructors pro% ided descriptions of these
ma nen% ers. ea( In of w hi( h was di% ided into logic al segments. together with ( riteria and ( riterion limits for
scot essful performance. Measurement units were based on these descriptions, together with the types of
high frequency student errors that had betn observed during operational training.

Pe:formame Measurement (GradindIt was not feasible to grade performance while airborne
because of very short durations of ( ritit al maneuver segments. together with the high g fort es in% olv ed.
Therefore grading was done on the ground immediately following the training flight. Instructors used
stalndardized grade sheets. show ing the se% era I measurement units, and inch( atekl the type of maneuv( rs
11:411 in each engagement. The two hist moors who had worked with the student were required to grade
IlleaStIremeut unit On a consensus basis.

The Grading SealeInmrut tors graded ea( 11 measurement unit using letter grades of the following
scal:
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Numerical Equivalents
Grades Definitions (enabling analyses)

A+ 12

A Superior 11

A- 10

B+ 9

B Above Average 8
B- 7

C+
C Average 5

C- 4

D+ 3

D Below Average 2

D-

F Failing 0

Instructors used the scale in two stages (not being concerned with numerical equivalents). First they
rated each unit across the five-point scale; A throf ugh F. Second. when they had entered one of the top
four categories. they were asked to qualify the grade as necessary to express their judgment with greater
precision (as: B+,13. or B). This resulted in a highly sensitive I2-point scale that permitted the fine
differences in performances to be discriminated.

This type of grading scale has been used in a number of different study contexts. in each case
proving highly successful for quantifying expert professional judgment. In this particular study. it was
necessary to observe two precautions. First. since there was a marked difference between capa-iilities of
the student pilots and their highly skilled instructors. those instructors regarded the entire range of the
grading scale as representing types of student performance only. Second. the five basic grading ategories
were defined (e.g.. the "superior category represented performances of the top 10 percent of students of
the operational training program). Use of such types of definitions seems advisable in an attempt to
standardize interpretations of scale categories.

Some Questions

During the process of defining tasks, performance criteria, allowable limits, and meas,,remtut units,
it might prove useful to ask questions such as the following:

a. Can the tasks be categorized according to segments that have logical start and end points? Do the
tasks involve equipment limitations (stall speed, g limits)?

b. At each readily defined, critical mission segment. what is the crux of successful performance? Is
the judgmental factor or the motor factor the more critical. or are they of equal importan. e?

c. How is time critical and at what points? Since it is neither possible nor desirable to attempt to
measure every aspect of performance. is it possible to associate performance measurement units with
time-critical periods or segments of the maneuver or mission? These periods are, after all. when serious
errors are most likely to take place.
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d. Is it possible to measure problem detection latency? Can it be inferred on the basis of subsequent
action?

e. Is it feasible to match "time available" with performance time? Time available for au action, a
maneuver, or a mission segment would have to be derived from operational definitions. This kind of
performance measurement would appe r to be particularly pertinent in terms of combat mission
segments. Did the ;Indent do the correct thing but take too long to do it ?

f. At each readily defined, critical mission segment, is tt possible to list the types of errors that
students frequently have tended to make in the past?

g. Is it possible to delineate a reasonably small number of aircraft actions or positions involved in
carry i lig out tasksthese being placed in descending order of desirability" Particularly in cases involving
single-place aircraft, this may prove to be an essential measurement category the instructor having to
make a judgment from a position in another aircraft.

11. Is it possible to estimate the student's level of concentration? This might involve the use of
secondary tasks in an attempt to estimate the amount of effort required by the student. Aspects of tasks
permitting, the student approaching a high level of learning should have more time and energy remaining
for executing additional tasks.

Relatively Molar Performance Measurements

It is suggested that the researcher should not necessarily avoid measurement of performance in
relativ ely molar terms as long as the measurement units are am ho red to ( lear definitions of important
tasks. clear definitions of vs hat the student will be required to do, and c lear definitions of consequences of
serious deviations from the-limits provided. Transfer studies Should look for large performance
different es that could be of practical significance not small differences matter the level of statistical
signific anti'. Measurements should not deal with mole( ular Irk is simply bet ause they are Nib) to define
and measure.

Recording Techniques

Past work has made use of both hard copy forms with pencil entriesand tape recordings. 111 the
main, however, hard c op) has seemed to be the more useful. For one thing. the primed scoring or grading
form provides a checklist of items to be covered. For another. transcribing or listening to tape commits is
severely time «mistiming. And, depending on the t pc of rec order used, mammy er g forces can slow (10%

the Ille( hanisno, rendering subsequent playback less than truly clear. Whether technologic al adv am es
and budget:, will permit use of forms or truly useful automatic airborne retarding let Imiques remains to
be seen.

Automated Performance Measurement Systems

There would appear to be an unfortunate belief in some quarter:, that an automated performam e
measurement system, as sin b, implies associated validity of data. That is of course. just not so. Validity of
measurement data depends on the atm [tor to reality and has nothing to do with how the measurements are
implemented. It might be useful, however, to consider three services that an automated measurement
system miblit provide those Service:, possibly solving some problems facing the human data taker.

ReliabilityAn automated 5) mem, being subject to less variability in operation than is the human
observer, should provide measurement data of greater reliability in the sense of measuring the same type
of event from trial to trial and from student to student. Designing manual measurement techniques having
high observer-observer reliability can be diffic:It.
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Span of SurveillanceAn automated measurement system,could take into account all items it is

designed to coverconsistently, not being subject either to distraction or to a limited field of view as is the

human data taker. Human data takers obtain most their information visually, with the requirement to

timeshare they simply cannot look in several directions at once. And even though human observers may

he required to attend only to a very narrow or highly specified aspect of a visual situation, there is the

problem of vigilance error, that is, an observer may look at the correct location but to.) -.1 or too late.

At (Ts, to InformationMany difficulties in measuring performance are a functito not being able

to position the !mina!' observer to permit a view of the desired es cuts. Consider the single-place fighter
aircraft or even a two-place aircraft in whir' an observer in a second seat cannot see either the student's

control actions or the outside world from the student's point of vantage. For au observer located in a
second aircraft. the principal source of information is the dynamic physical positioning of the student
aircraft. That is fine from the standpoint that physical positioning is the end product of the 1 Mielii.,

decision making and action processes, but it tells the observer little about why errors took place. Those

reasons most be inferred. The observer has to make do with the things that can be seen.

To the mient that an automated measurement system could be prodded with necessary New.itig
devices and be mechanized economically and in necessary lightweight and compact form. it might lw
located within the sttident's aircraft. solving many of these kinds of problems.

Performance Measurement in the Aircraft and in the Simulator

t,.lost of the discussion finis far has been concerned with measuring; student performance in the

aircraft. Airborne performance measurements are essential to the study of transfer of learning and

provide much of the "payoff** information. But performamr measurement during simulator pretrainiug

is important too. During the illustration of models of transfer studies. it was noted that simulator
retraining should continue to a performance criterion. If that is not done. the notion that learning ha,

taken place can he something of an art of faith. Study results will have more meaning if es idence is

provided indicating that learning did Like plat e during simulator prctrnining. This concept holds for

either model for the trctisfer, study. but it may be even more critical for the model concerned with a

transfer effectiveness ratio.

IX. THE FIFTH STEP: THE iNsTitucTons

It has been noted earlier that the role of the instructor pilot is critical to the conduct of the study of

transfer of learning. Too frequently in the past this factor has beeu been recognized fully, insufficient

emphasis having been placed on the various important contributions of the instructor. This may have

been the ease because of undue attention aid to the nature of the simulator: this having tended to
overshadow more critical issues. Most researchers tend to be enchanted with elegant equipment. this

possibly leading to two dangerous semantic trays.

Fiat. it is customary to'speak as thoogli simulators "traiii*: however, they do not. they never have.

and they never will. It is the instructor who does the training. The goodness of design of the simulator ma

be important in providing the instructor with the necessary training enviromnent, but it seems unlikely

that engineering and cost restrictions will allow aXype of simulator to be designed that will provide a

"work sample so complete that maximum transfer can occur without superior instruction.

Second, a nearly universally expression is that someone. "received training." That unfortunate
phrase suggests that the training process is passive and is something like slicing cheese. (How many slice,

are necessary?) But anyone who knows anything about the training environment that gets things done
knows that learning is an active process. Students cannot hit there "receiving training's; they must take an

active role. interacting with both the environment and the instructor.
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l'erhap. sonic da) there ma) be a training simulator ens iroinnent that uses some modified form of
the oil-pt of omputo r-,Iiiied, programmed instriu !ion no human instructor being invoked e sc lit for
purposes of lia,n;(ng spec ial student problems. But es en in sin li a situation. the instrut !ion mill remain the
ke) element. Progiammed instruction pros ided With such an acisam eti simulator should be based on

knowledge. and le( liniques of a large number of instruc tor pilots. the bash situation being similar
to eontemporars effe( the training bill taking ads antage of such combined information.

The Instructor as the Researcher

The instructor ( adre must pa Ili( ipate in the design of the stud) from the outset. pros iding
information that hi ips anchor the stud) to realit), parti( illari) Hith respect to the nature of the task and
the performance measurement le( imique. But user and inland that work, the instructor or(inar)
on(!u(1 the stud) in addition to the rule of guiding the student's learning. During t riti( al airborne murk.

the instruc tor is also the rescar( her and data taker as me!! as the safer) !pilot. What is more. the Instill( for e.

the most logical hulk idual to handle simulator pretraining of experimental snidents.

Training for Transfer

The t( linique of ['raining for transfer has licea shoe n to be ( riti( al m hen ft awrys of the simular
ens ironment ina) be marked!) different from those to l em °mitered in the air. The simulation
I'M 11'11111411i. II) dr 1111.6011. is at c ariau(e m ilk the protot) pi( al ells ironint.tii. Ile( cruse Of pli)si( al and
ngineering sum( times aspe( ts of the s)ntlietic ens iroisment ma) In di, tric,111) opposed to

those of the,. operational situation. In such ( ases. there ( an exist a effe( t that like!) lead, to
negatis Iran-fer--imulator retraining po.sibi) pros iding an interfering elle( I upon subsequent
perfurman(r in tin air. hirther, in some (Ise it ma) not he po.sible to ( arr) nut partic Ida sub -tasks ut
the iiiintator. even though tho.r sub-tasks are ver) important in the air.

The pros es of training for .transfer insolve. identif)ing and bring certain that the student
understand-. tin limitation- of the simulator .3: I ompared to 411 dirt raft. and the instructor is noolovi

for this re-ponsibilit). It ma) be ne( essar) to perform particular NMI 6(111 one m,n in lilt'
N11111111,1iOr an I .111011er U.I Ill tin air( raftas is appropriate to ea( 1$. hi student must kilos% t these
differences and min the) mist. It lia been found useful to explain sin ti differem es to the student at
frequent inters als at least prior to and (luring simulator murk and prior to and during airborne mark.
The more ere the differences. the more frequent!) the) should he pointed out.

To illustrate tin outoats pt. c ari) transb r studies used J simulator requiring ( onsiderabl rudder pedal
tras el m ith mit k mos emeilt to perform W «nirdinated turn ( 1 -(:.1-2/.1.1*-( Link Trainer). (hilt.
the (onnterpart air( raft ( 1T-() required exa( tly the recce( huh rild(1( r pedal !Nisei midi considerable

k rtuent (1).1)111: el al.. 195 I. A illiams R Flxiiian. 19 t9). hike this is a dramatic example of
built-in put( ntial for negatise transfer, moil in those studies shamed that. if the problem is made quit(
( !ear to the student prior to and during simulator mark and prior to and during airborne murk. sin la
training fur transfer ( ompletel) offsets the potential. the student has ing little (hill( tilt) in either the
simulator or the aircraft

The recent stud) tiled. «meerned midi transfer of learning in the context of air «mihat
(Witt us( ring. involved no ft err than 20 asps( is of the simulation env iromm lit that differed importantly
from their airborne ( onliterliarts (Northrop. I970). The instructor pilots identified thuse.aspe( is and-had
them printed on a sheet in des( ending order of importaime. distributing that sheet to all exp( rinn istal

addition. the) emphasized the problems during briefing dud debriefing sessions for mark in
both the simulator and the aircraft 0:- IP. The following are some of those aspects:

a. Target detail definition decreases great!, lies (mil I mile, but the target remains as a light
source out to infinity.
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b. Simulator provides more instantaneous g than does the F-4J--at all airspeeds.

c. Sithulator departs at 30 to 33 units and usually cannot be recovered.

d. Pulling simuls or nose up at high airspeeds is more difficult than in the F-4J.

e. It is very easy to exceed 6g in the simulator.

f. The simulator has large.amounts of roll divergence.

g. Buffet effects are less intense in the simulator than ip the F-4J.----
h. Simulator rudder is to sensitive at slow speeds.

i. Flying ACM in the simulator provides a twilight effect: Is similar to flying at dusk.

Subsequent conduct of the study indicated that the experimental students were well aware t>f the
differences and that they had little difficulty making appropriate adjustments and responses during work
in the aircraft. Since the set of differences could have provided a marked built-in potential for negative
transfer, it is likely that the ultimate information obtained from the study would have been much less
important except for this process of training for transfer.

Sensitizing the Student to :Necessary and Sufficient CuesThe process of training for transfer can be
of value when cues of different types are available in the sim.ilatomand in the air. Although the problem
may be less severe with today's higher quality of simulation environments, there may be .1crasions in
which cues found most effective in the operational environment cannot be produced in the simulator.
Under such codditions, the instructor would do well to point out differences, noting both those curs that
are likely most useful in the air and those that can be used for the same purpose in the simulate- This
procedure need not be paradoxical because, frequently, different pilots mak, use of different sets of cues
as aids during performance of the same maneuver, these perhaps depending on their individual
preferences. Even the same pilot may use different sets of cues at different times, such as while flying
types of aircraft that permit of peculiar angles and extents of view. The pilot makes do with alternatives
that serve the same purpose.

Use of Relatively Simple Aida,

To aid the instructor during the briefing and debriefing sessions, usually it is a good idea to provide
models, photographs, chalkboards, or other items of relatively simple equipment that can be used to
illustrate points clearly. Air combat instructor pilots have made heavy use of a pair of simple wooden
triangular blocks mounted on the ends of dowel sticks. Use of such rudimentary equipment might sound
inelegant, but often it appears to serve the Turpose extremely well.

Rigorous Adherence to the Study Design

The transfer study, as any other formal study, must be cond..cted under highly controlled conditions
so that resulting data are not confounded with extraneous events. The goal should be that the transfer
study reflect only the results of ptetraining in the simulator:To provide for such control, students must
work with a common syllabus of tasks carried out a prescribed sequence, in the absence of free-floating
variables such as giving a particular student a special exercise (even though, in an operational situation,
that might be the logical thing to do). Such deviation from a prescribed sequence of events could render
the resulting data uninterpretable. If the instructors are co-designers of the study, they will be unlikely to
deviate from standardized procedures, even inadvertently.
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No Instruction During Measurement of
Student Performance

The study design should provide that no instruction take place while the student is performing and
performance data are being-oaken. If an instructor makes a comment (even casually) during a
measurement trial, the resulting data art likely to reflect that input in addition to (and confounded with)
the student's ability level.

Balance of Instructors Between or Among Control
and Exp,erinental Groups

One of the surest way's to arrive at biased transfer estimates is to allow imbalance of instructional
techniques and styles among groups. The problem can be avoided by providing that each instructor work
with equal numbers of students in each group of the study. If this is done. the variable of individual
differences among instructors will be balanced and as long as the instructors follow basic agreed upon
practices. they air free to explain issues and train according to their own personal techniques that they
have developed and found effective for their own particular style.

The Same Instructor: Simulator and Aircraft

h IN important that the same instructor train the expeiimental student in both the simulator and the
aircraft, This practice is likely to facilitate the effort to arrive at maximum transfer effects. The instructor

ho has done the simulator pretraining will have the best possible understanding of the individual
stude:nt's strong and weak points, being able to estimate what that student did and did not learn during
pretraining, and being able to use that knowledge to the best advantage during retraining in the aircraft.
Immediately prior to an exercise in the aircraft, the instructor can review important issues with the
strident. refreshing the student's memory of particular performances in the simulator and mentioning
significant differences that exist between the simulated and airborne environments.

X. 111E SIXTH STEP: PLANNING FUR SUFFICIENT STUDY TIME

It is very easy to overlook tire issue of planning for a study syllabus of sufficient duration that all
students will have a reasonable antrmt of time in which to arrive at an end performance criterion
(experimental students in the simulator and all students in the aircraft). Failure to provide sufficient time
can result in data of the study being attenuatednot all students performances figuring into analyses. In
the worst case. no students would arrive at performance criterionthe study being a total failure or else
transfer estimates being dependent on a grading process. The point is. of course. that individual students
simply are likely to learn at different rates. requiring different amounts of time to arrive at performance
criterion.

The cited study concerned with approaches and landings (Payne et al.. 1954) ran into a problein as
students were in the final phase of making landings in the aircraft. Students. drawn from an Mr Force
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program. were nearing landing performance criterion when
their semester ended. and they had to go away. Only 8 of the 12 students met the landing criterion.
Fortunately. four of these were in the cant rot group and four were in the experimental group. permitting a
reasonable and balanced estimate of transfer.

The cited study concerned with air combat maneuvering (Northrop. 1976) had to be conducted using
an operational training syllabus of such short duration that the use of a trials-to-criterion measure was not
possible. In that case, the problem was recognized before the fact. with performance measurement
consisting of instructors' grades in lieu of trials-to-criterion. While that permitted reasonable estimates of
percent transfer of learning. it was not possible to arrive at estimates of a transfer effectiveness ratio. A
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form of transfer effectiveness estimate might have been feasible had the syllabus been of sufficient length

that an instructor could have shortened (or , :witted altogether) portions of a suidiqu's mission segments
when, in the instructor's judgment, goodness of performance warranted such action. Even that. hosves

was not possible. Instructor pilots had pointed out, before the fact, that the syllabus was too short to permit

a sufficiently high hesel of learning to justify any omission of syllabus items. And since that syllabus was
set by operational training rules. it could not be adjusted.

Estimates of Necessary Performance Time

In designing the study. the goal would be to provide sufficient dm, for the least apt student (in either

or and group) to complete the work and to arrive at an end performance criterion. Preliminary testing
would appear to he the best means of estimating necessary time because tasks. their degrees of triads('
difficulty, associated performance criteria, and types of students can be quite different from .turfy to

study. Even use of preliminary testing might not provide a complete answer. considering that only small

numbers of students are likely to be involved. But since the consequences of too little as ailable time can
be serious, resulting estimates might have to be padded. It is far better to allow too much time than too
little.

XI. THE SEVENTH STEP: AVOIDANCE OF MUTANT FACTORS

"Militant factors" are defined here as practices that can prevent demonsGin of ma.imum possible
transfer effects of a study. The concern here is with two dilutant factors that are not necessarily mutually

excl usive.

Avoid Time Delays Between Simulator Pretraining and
Retraining in Aircraft

While the severity of the problem of time delays between the simulator retraining and the
retraining in the aircraft may be dependent on the nature of the specific study. the issue would appear to

be highly critical for tasks that are "volatile" in naturetasks involving skills highly subject to decay in

dui, absence of practice. This may be illustrated in terms of the study concerned with air combat

maneuvering (Northrop. 1976). In that study. unavoidable scheduling restrictions required that
experimental students he pretrained in tue simuloor on a massed basis during a 5 day period. moving to
work in the aircraft only after completion of that block of simulator work. For a number of reasons.
including the facts that the simulator was located more than 100 miles from the airbase, the press of work

of the operational training vchedule at that airbase, student loadings. shortages of instructors. mechanical

difficulties with aircraft, weather. and interruptions of training schedules because of priorities. delays

between simulator pretraining and retraining in aircraft were as long as 1 weeks. The principal priority

causing interruption of the schedule involved availability of aircraft carriers for qualification training.
Carriers became available only infrequently and had to be used immediately. Observation of goodness of

performance in the simulator and resulting transfer effect estimates suggested rather strongly that there

was a clear and strong clamant effect. a

Instructor pilots who conducted the study noted that skills of air combat maneuvering are quite

volatile in the sense that periods of inactivity of as much as 10 days resulted in noticeable decrements in

their own performances. It takes little imagination to estimate the performance decrement for student

?Rots who had completed the simulated equivalent of only six flights in this context.

Pretrain Using the Simulator in Meaningful Blocks of Tasks

Precisely what a "meaningful block of tasks" might be would depend on the context of the particular

transfer study. But again, the issue may be illustrated best in terms of the air combat maneuvering study

(Northrop. 1976). Experimental students were pretrained in the simulator for the first 6 flights of a 17-
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flight air -onthat syllabus used in the operational training environmentonly those first 6 flights figuring
into the transfer study. The flights were designed to acquaint the shudenl with tasks of air (len bat
nianonyering in a sequential order, beginning with basics and progressing to engagement exen ises of
increasingly difficult nature. The initial flight was for familiarization and illy olved only a single ain raft.
Subsequent flights introduced eight basic maneuvers of the total s), Habib. with the difficulty of combat
engagements being increased. The instructor. flying the "adversary aircraft during two-aircraft
exercises. began by presenting a relatively easy "mark. but increased the complexity of the pm-for:Ilane .

to the point that. by the sixth flight, the student was "fighting"' a relatively skilled "opponent.

Once the shnulated equivalents of those six flights had been completed. the experim students
moved to the airbase and began the normal training syllabus as used in the operational squadron. It an
only be surmised that retraining in this blocked manner Ina) have been less than optimally ef feeI,ve nu
terms of transfer of learning. It seems highly likely that had die experimental students been retrained lor
each individual flight and retrained in the aircraft for that flight, the resulting transfer subsequently
estimates might have been considerably greater.

11 ran be reported only on the basis of personal observation that resulting transfer estimates seemed
far lower than might have been expected without the compounding effects of these two dilmant factors.
(a) delay between simulator pretraining and aircraft retraining and (b) massed training of the sort
described. In any event, the lesson seems clear. If a transfer study makes use of clearly functional blocks
of simulator pretraining. moving experimental students to the aircraft as soon as possilde, the resulting
transfer effects should be augmented.

Colocation of the Simulator at the Site of Airborne Training

Probably the best way to prevent delays between simulator retraining and aircraft retraining would
be to locate the simulator at the airbase to be used in the study. Even if this is possible, however. roper
scheduling would still be critical. But in the event that the simulator must be located elsewhere. every
attempt should be made to transport experimental sindent to the airbase after they have completed
logical blocks of simulator pretraininggetting them into the ab at the earliest feasible times. The
problem and the solution are easy to state. Expediting the :solution must depend on aspects of the
particular study.

THE EIGHTH STEP: IMPORTANCE OF SCHEDULING IN ADVANCE

The issue cannot be emphasized too heavily. During early phases of planning. the research team
should begin to assess potential scheduling problems and should consider these on an iterative basis .us

final plans take shape. Even prior to testing the study method, a detailed SI 11Cd elle should be prepared,
taking into account times for involv einem of students. instructors. simulators, and air raft. This milht not
be left to chance.

Cooperation of the unit commander and the unit operations officer will be critical to development
and enforcement of the schedule, and here as before, the instructors working in the Sind) should be able
to help achieve such cooperation.

Means must be found for preventing v isitors from interfering with scheduled study work. Experien«.
has shown dearly that this can be a serious problem. Perhaps it can be solved best through orders issued
by pertinent unit commanders. The: problem tends to be most severe during simulator retraining.
Simulatorsparticularly those of elegant naturetend to attract visitors frequently. If the environment
permits, it may be possible to provide for a spectator vantage point that does not interfere with training
work. Above all, neither the student nor the instructor should be aware of the presence of visitors,
especially when those visitors are of high rank.
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XIII. THE NINTII STEP: PLAN FOR RUNNING THE STUDY IN THE MIDST OF A BUSY

OPERATIONAL TRAINING ENVIRONMENT

If the study is to be conducted in the midst cf a busy operational training environment the
cooperation and support of the unit commander and of the unit operations officer are required on the one
hand, and planning for minimum interference with the operational training program is required on the
other hand. While it would be highly desirable to be able to run these kinds of studies using a dedicated
facility, it seems more likely that they will have to make use of operational facilities.

Cooperation and Support of the Unit Commander and
the Unit Operations Officer

It is easy for the researcher to lose sight of the fact -that the operational people have their own
problems, and at best, cooperation with a study effort could be simply au additional annoyance. It may be
that major objections can be avoided by making the unit commander and the operations officer parties to
the purpose of and planning for the study from the outset. While it might be tempting for the researcher to
rely on orders from higher authoritythese directing the unit tommander to support the research work
it takes little imagination to see that this can be a serious mistake. The research team would be wise to
work with the operational people from the very beginning, persuading them of the importance of the
study and getting their professional inputs for planning the effort. The instructors can play essential roles
here, having close professional ties with the operational unit people. In many cases, preparatory work here

can make or break the study.

Planning for Minimum Interference with the Operational Schedule

The research team, working with the operational people, should develop a clear set of plans for
preventing all but absolutely necessary interference with the operational work. The interference may

consist principally of time required for simulator pretruining of experimental students, but the nature of
the stud) ma} impose still other requirements. to include modified routines during airborne work. use of

research instructors, balancing instructors' work with experimental and control students. and special
student briefings and debriefings. But if proper rapport, cooperation, and support have been established

at the outset, it should be possible to solve various problems to everyone's satisfaction. There is no way to
overemphasize the importance of these issues. The process of solving potential problems involves a lot of

planning and work but it is critical for the success of the study. Appropriate members of the research team

should remain in constant touch with the operational people for the duration of the study.

XIV. THE TENTH STEP: TESTING THE STUDY METHOD BEFORE

TAKING FINAL DATA

In the past the process of testing the study method before taking the final data has been called
"pretesting." That label tends to be slightly misleading. however, being confused with the processof early

and preliminary testing of issues that are to be the basis for the transfer study. In any event, the process

should consist of what amounts to a small dress rehearsal conducted before the actual study begins. the
effort being an attempt to discover method problems that had not been predicted earlier.

As in other types of research, testing the study method is essential. It is indeed rare that all problems

are predicted, regardless of the amount of care that has been devoted to the plan. Snch method testing
should be conducted sufficiently early to provide the research team with adequate time to make last

minute fixes or corrections. Frequently the method testing process need use only a very few students who

go through the entire course of the planned study. Possibly greater emphasis should be placed on routines
involving experimental students: although routines for control students must not be ignored.

A problem may involve availability of students in sufficient numbers to conduct both the method

testing work and the actual study. Depending on the number and severity of method problems discovered
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(with changes being required for routines of the actual study). it is generally a good idea to provide that
performance data from students used in method testing are not included with data from students in the
factual study. Thus. the problem is one of not using too many of the limited number of students who are of
a slightly different nature than those to be used in the actual study. although truly severe differences
could pose a real problem. As is the case with many other issues for these transfer studies. the research
team will have to exercise considerable imagination and judgment when and if the student scarcity
problem is encountered.

XV. THE ELEVENTH STEP; ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

While the details of the data analyses will depend on the nature of the specific transfer study. a few
observations can be made that should apply to many types of studies. As has been suggested. transfer
studies should be concerned with reasonably substantial performance differences betty ..en or among
groups of experimental and control studentsdifferences that could have practical meaning.
Interpretation of findings of a study should not be based solely on probability (p) levels associated with
inferential tests for statistical significance because those p levels simply do not tell the entire story.

It is recommended that the first step of the analysis involve placing the raw performance data in one
or more display formats that facilitate inspection. Inspection of those data should be made before. during.
and subsequent to running inferential tests of interest. Such.an inspection can perform several valuable
her ce., First, if large performance differences exist. they will be evident by simply looking at the data.
11a inspection should lie directed toward looking for both large group performance mean differences and
variation of performances within the various groups. If performance variationis quite large. the use of
arithmetic means to describe group performances is not entirely satisfactory without additional
descriptors. For example. a large standard deviation for an array of values indicates that the array mean
should not be taken too seriously. The wide variation of the individual values likely has considerable
meaning that should be explored. Second. inspection of the raw data display formats during and after
running statistical inferential tests will permit an understanding of the results of these tests.

As the data are analyzed using inferential tests. the results of those testsas in an analysis -of-
variance summary tableshould be cross-compared with the raw data display formats, again with the
understanding that probability levels do not tell the entire story. In conjunction with an analysis of
variance summary. for example, it is highly useful to derive estimates of strengths of associations. sac!' as
simple values of eta squared or estimated omega squared. (For a discussion of the estimated omega
squared statistic. see flays. 1973. pp 484-488. 512-513). Perhaps the easiest way to see how these statistics
are of value involves the descriptive eta squared (estimated omega squared being its Inferential
counterpart). Simply divide each of the sums of squares for main effects, interactions. and error by the
total sum of squares. arriving at estimates of proportions of total variation that are accounted for by each.
If eta squared for error is large. attention is directed to the variation of individual students' scores within
arrays of the display of raw values, where it will be seen that there is not a great deal of uniformity of
performances within those arrays. This finding would indicate that any statistically significant transfer
effect should not be taken too seriously i.e., the differences among student performances are more
marked than differences among group means.

On the other hand, if the greater proportion of variation is associated with, say. main effects or
interaction effects. i.e., the values of eta squared are relatively large. an inspection of the raw data will
show that performance within arrays is reasonably uniform and that mean-differences among grout's.
which are of principal interest, represent strong effects. In other words, the larger the estimate of strength
of association for main effects or interaction effects, the more credible are the results p levels
notwithstanding.

While it is unfortunate that many available computer programs do not provide for calculation of
these values of strength of association, it is a relatively easy matter to calculate them "by hand or to
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provide that simple subroutines he added to those programs to present this critical!) important

information.

In ending this discussion. it should be noted that, within limits, undue concern with underlying
assumptions of parametric tests is incorrect, as is the insistence that parametric, he used only with data
associated with interval or ratio scales. These fallacies take away the researcher's most powerful and
versatile inferential tools. The notion of "robustness'' of para metrics in terms of departures from
assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity, . careful interpretations of the assumption of data
independence. and scales of measurement is discussed by Baker. Hardy ck. R Petrinovick. 1970.11(meau.
1960, 1961; Burke. 1953, Hays. 1973; and Lord. 1953. The excessive use of nonparainetric tests also is to
he avoided because these tests tend to throw away large portions of the data and. in general. are
characterized by relatively low power (e.g.. they might not reject a false null 11) pothesis).

XVI. SOME CLOSING REMARKS

The goal of studies of transfer of learning is to provide information about techniques or equipment.
the use of which (. an serve as guides for designing or updating training curricula. The likelihood that the
information will be used depends on the extent to which both study Method and results are coin incing to
the personnel responsible for operational training. Studies demonstrating large performance effects
resulting from simulator pretraining certain!) will he the most convincing and. other things being equal.
will be the most like!) to result in the use of experimental tit 11111(111es or equipment (luring operational
training.

This report has discussed a number of issues concerned with researt li methods, with emphasis on the
need for careful planning. It has addressed definitions of the problem and the task. considerations of
students. instructors. performance measurement. time requirements. dilutailt factors, scheduling. the
bus) operational environment. method testing. and analysis of results. 'Chest. issues pros ide the means by
whit h the researi her can 41111.111p1 to (1)11d11( t a study illustrating the maximiin possible transfer estimate
for the task at hand. illustrating for the operational instructor what can be accomplished.

11 is hoped that the researcher, viewing all of these issues in the aggregate. will not arrive at the
nnfortunate conclusion that it is virtually impossible to run a truly effective stud) of transf( of learning.
Certainly no single bind) is likely to he able to observe all of the issues in their absolute form. But to the
extent that a great many issues are taken into account. to that Same extent the transfer stud) is likely to
provide sound and useful results of benefit to the operational training community.
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